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JUNE IS THE MONTH OF THE SACRED HEART

I

N THE ORDER OF
grace as in the order
of nature, in the usual
course of things no
phenomena are seen, no
events occur which have
not been brought about
by a gradual process. In
everything there is an
organic connection and
continuity, and from the
tender germ, the small
and feeble beginning, the
plant is developed until it
reaches perfection in the
brilliant blossom or fully
matured fruit. In like
manner the devotion to
the Sacred Heart of Jesus
did not appear all of a
sudden in the Church, as a meteor
in the nightly firmament; during the
centuries preceding its introduction
and propagation, its rise was long
foreseen and the hearts of the
faithful were prepared to welcome
it.
It may be asserted with perfect
justice that the devotion to the
Sacred Heart of Jesus dates from
the foundation of the Church. For
its theological basis rests upon the
principal and most well known
truths of our holy faith, and the

Fathers, affording abundant
proof that for the Christians
of the first centuries this was
an object of homage and of
love, and also in the writings
of St Augustine and St John
Chrysostom.

sacred humanity of Our Lord was
from the outset venerated and
adored; hence it would be strange
if Christian sentiment and love for
Christ had never led the faithful
in the first centuries to include the
cultus of the Sacred Heart of the
Redeemer in their practices of piety
and devotion. And if in the earliest
ages of Christianity little definite
evidence is found to substantiate
this fact, yet there are unmistakable
elementary indications and traces
of this devotion both in the writings
of St Paul and the writings of the

In the course of the Middle
Ages we meet with a greater
number of witnesses; as
time goes on more and more
devout and saintly souls
come into view who know
and practise this devotion,
preeminently the two holy
daughters of St Benedict, St
Gertrude and St Mechtilde,
both of whom made the
Heart of the Redeemer in
a special manner the object of their
fervent adoration. The work of the
former, “The Messenger of Divine
Love,” and that of the latter nun, “The
Book of Spiritual Favours,” alike
abound in prayers of intense fervour
and touching exercises of piety to the
Heart of Jesus, which were taught
to them by the Holy Spirit. In fact,
so useful and so attractive did this
devotion appear to St Gertrude, so
fully, so clearly did she know and
appreciate the treasures laid up in
that divine Heart, that in one of her
numerous visions she asked St John
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how it was that, since he had been
privileged to lean upon Our Lord’s
breast at the Last Supper, he had
spoken so seldom and revealed so
little concerning His Sacred Heart.
What Mechtilde and Gertrude
effected in the Benedictine Order,
that Landsberger did in the
Carthusian Order. A century and
a half before the revelations of
St Margaret Mary, he both knew
and practised the devotion to the
Sacred Heart of Jesus himself, and
spread it diligently. He it was who
first drew attention to St Gertrude’s
writings, and by having them
printed gave publicity to them.
Not only did he himself obtain an
intimate knowledge of the Heart of
his Lord, but he was also untiring
in his efforts to acquaint others
with the excellency, the beauty of
that Heart, and, by the distribution
of pictures of the Sacred Heart, to
spread and popularize the cultus of
it amongst all classes of Christians.
By his direction every monk in the
Carthusian monastery in Cologne
set up a picture of the Heart of
Jesus on the door or in the interior
of his cell, and offered homage to
it. Others venerated in a similar
manner the Sacred Heart of Our
Lord, notably St Bonaventure,
St Elzear, Ludolphus of Saxony,
Herny Suso, Bl. Peter Canisius, St
Aloysius Gonzaga.
The nearer one approaches to
the seventeenth century, the more
frequently are adorers of the Sacred
Heart met with, the clearer and
more definite is their knowledge of
its virtues, the reverence wherewith
they regard it; but as yet, their
devotions are practised for
themselves alone, forming part of

their private prayers and meditations. that devotion, destined to attain
In the commencement of the vast proportions and spread far and
seventeenth century, two figures wide, was to be initially planted
stand out prominently who are and carefully tended. This design,
remarkable for the surprising extent however, never took actual shape in
of their knowledge of the Heart of the saint’s mind, although his letters
Jesus and the profound reverence and his whole life show plainly how
they entertain for it. St John Eudes, intimately he was acquainted with
the founder of the Eudist Fathers, in the secrets of Our Lord’s Heart, and
his writings and devotional exercises how fervently he adored it; and in
invariably spoke of the Heart of that school, the school of Christ,
Jesus and that of Mary conjointly, he acquired the perfection which
giving perhaps greater prominence raised him to the rank of a saint.
Revd H. Noldin, S.J.
to the heart of Mary. St Francis of
Sales was in this, as in other matters, ¶ Fr Noldin (1838-1922) wrote The
the instrument chosen by Providence Devotion to the Sacred Heart of Jesus in
1883. This extract was published in the
to execute the divine designs; he June, 2016 issue of The Oratory Parish
was to be the pioneer to prepare Magazine (Vol 93, No. 1141), the parish
the way for the public recognition paper of the Brompton (London) Oratory.
of this devotion. He did not, it is
true, attain to a full knowledge of
it himself; he must, however, have
had a vague, a dim presentiment
that some development of a new and
special nature was shortly to take
place in the Church of God. He gave
the Order of the Visitation which
he founded a heart encircled with a
crown of thorns and surmounted by
a cross as their armorial bearings and
official seal; and he impressed on his
spiritual daughters as their principal
task to imitate the favourite virtues
of the Sacred Heart, meekness and
SUMMER ALTAR FLOWERS
humility; above all to take the hidden may be brought to Sunday Mass
life of Our Lord as their example.
beginning Memorial Day weekMoreover, he thought the name end. There will be a sign-up sheet
of Daughters of the Holy Gospel available for you to pick one or
or Daughters of the Heart of Jesus more Sundays. Flowers may be
would be a suitable one for them from your own garden or florist.
to take; but neither of these was We require two arrangements for
formally adopted. This Order was use on the high altar and one or
founded expressly for the purpose of two smaller arrangements for the
furthering the devotion to the Sacred Marian altar. We also have some
Heart. In it, as a grain of mustard vases for your use. Come to the
seed in a fertile soil, the germ of sacristy door if vases are needed.
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SHORT NOTES
Ñ Dr. Michael Connolly was with
us as Deacon of the Mass and David Allen also joined the schola
for Solemn Mass on St Athanasius
Day, May 2nd. Thanks to Cindi McDermott and Judie Bradford for
hosting a reception after the Mass.
Ñ A solemn requiem Mass will be
offered for parishioner Frederick
Jillson on Friday, June 14th at 11:00
AM in Our Lady of Good Voyage
Church, Gloucester.

THE SOLEMNITY
OF PENTECOST
Sunday, June 9, 2019
11:30 AM
Procession,
Solemn Mass & Sermon
Acts 2:1-11 Lesson read in
foreign languages
Wear RED clothing on Pentecost
Pentecost is one of the three
principal feasts in the Church year

5:00 PM
Solemn Evensong & Benediction
A reception will follow this
service

Ñ Travelling parishioners included
Susan Russo, who with her daughter, joined a pilgrimage in the footsteps of St Paul in Greece and Turkey led by Fathers Jurgen Liias and
Patrick Armano in March. And parishioner Ed Finglas spent time on
pilgrimage in Ireland during May.

and three solemnities in one
week: The Nativity of Saint
John the Baptist, June 24th, Sacred Heart of Jesus, June 28th,
and SS Peter & Paul, June 29th.
Ñ Saturday Mass in the Ordinariate form on Saturday is at 8AM
in St Theresa of Ávila Church.
Ñ Weekday Masses in the ordinary form in St Theresa of Ávila
Church are at 6:45 AM and 4:00
PM.
Ñ Fathers’ Day is Sunday, June
16th.

Ñ The St Benedict Institute invites young men pursuing undergraduate or graduate studies to this
year’s Masters of Monastic Tradition week of study at St Benedict
Abbey, Still River. The 2019 dates
are August 18-24. There is no cost
but application deadline is July 1st.
A brochure is available in the tract
case.
Ñ We will begin singing the Fifth
Communion Service on July 7th.
This music for the Mass was composed by Leo Sowerby and is found
at numbers 747-749 in The Hymnal 1940. With it we sing the “Old
Scottish Chant” Gloria, #739.
Ñ Special days in the Church calendar include St Barnabas, Apostle
and Martyr, June 11th and SS John
Fisher & Thomas More, June 22nd,

THE SOLEMNITY
OF THE MOST
HOLY TRINITY
Sunday, June 16, 2019
Solemn Mass & Sermon
Athanasian Creed
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THE RATZINGER DIAGNOSIS

vulnerable to the tidal wave of
the sexual revolution; and in
short order intellectual duplicity
led to behavioral duplicity and
abuse. That seminaries were
in intellectual and disciplinary
meltdown in this same period
compounded the crisis. So
did Rome’s failure to promote
ecclesiastical discipline in the
face of blatant dissent.

UBLISHED A WEEK SHORT
of his 92nd birthday,
Joseph Ratzinger’s essay on the
epidemiology of the clergy sexabuse crisis vividly illustrated
his still-unparalleled capacity to
incinerate the brain-circuits of
various Catholic progressives.
The origins of the text written by
the pope emeritus remain unclear:
Did he initially write it to assist
the bishops who met in Rome this
past February to address the abuse
crisis?

It was, in brief, a perfect storm,
one in which the dark forces
that are always trying to destroy
the Church and impede its
evangelical mission could wreak
terrible damage.

But whatever its history, the
Ratzingerian diagnosis is well
worth considering.
In Benedict XVI’s view, the
Catholic crisis of clerical sexual
abuse was, in the main, an
ecclesiastical by-product of the
“sexual revolution,” a tsunami
of cultural deconstruction that
hit the Church in a moment of
doctrinal and moral confusion, lax
clerical discipline, poor seminary
formation, and weak episcopal
oversight, all of which combined to
produce many of the scandals with
which we’re painfully familiar
today.
This diagnosis does not explain
everything about the abuse crisis,
of course. It does not explain
psychopaths like Marcial Maciel
and Theodore McCarrick. It does
not explain the abusive behavior by
clergy and religious in pre-conciliar
Ireland and Quebec. It does not
explain the challenges the Church
faces from clerical concubinage
(and worse) in Africa today. But
Ratzinger’s epidemiology does
address, pointedly, the sharp

spike in clerical sexual abuse
that began in the late 1960s and
peaked in the 1980s, before the
reforms of the priesthood and
seminaries initiated by Pope
John Paul II began to take hold.
As it happens, I have been
making virtually the same
argument since the publication
of “The Courage to Be Catholic:
Crisis, Reform, and the Future
of the Church” in 2002. There,
I suggested that the clerical selfdeception and duplicity that
accompanied widespread dissent
from Pope Paul VI’s 1968
encyclical on family planning,
“Humanae Vitae,” created an
environment in which abusive
sexual behavior intensified. Men
who persuaded themselves that
they need not believe or teach
what the Church professed to be
true (especially about the ethics
of human love) were especially

For this analysis, I was duly
bludgeoned by a portside Catholic
commentariat that seemed locked
into denial in 2002. Judging
from the immediate, volatile, and
sometime vicious responses to
Ratzinger’s memorandum from
the same quarters two weeks
ago, too many on the Catholic
Left remain in denial about the
link between doctrinal and moral
dissent and clerical wickedness.
Thus, the pope emeritus
was deemed senile by some,
imprudent by others, and disloyal
to his successor by the critics.
One of these frothing pundits
(many of whom are progressive
ultramontanists for whom Pope
Francis’s infallibility is virtually
boundless) even went so far as
to charge Benedict with being, in
effect, a schismatic.
But did any of these critics engage
Ratzinger’s argument? No. Did
any of the critics offer a different,
more plausible explanation for
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the spike in clerical sexual abuse
that followed the penetration
of the Church by the sexual
revolution, the “Humanae Vitae”
controversy, the breakdown of
discipline in seminary formation,
and the evolution of moral
theologies that deconstructed the
notion that some acts are always
and everywhere wrong? No. As in
2002, there was lots of vitriol; but
no serious alternative diagnosis
was offered.
And as I’ve noted before,
“clericalism’’ is not a serious
explanation for the sin and
crime of clerical sexual abuse.
Clericalism facilitates abuse, in
that abusers prey on those who
rightly hold the priesthood in
esteem. But “clericalism’’ does
not explain sexual predation,
which has other, deeper causes
and is in fact a global plague.
The Pope Emeritus did the
Church a service by offering a
diagnosis of the abuse crisis that
should be taken seriously by
anyone serious about healing the
wounds inflicted on the Body
of Christ by the abuse of Holy
Orders for wicked, self-indulgent
purposes. Those who cannot or
will not discuss the Ratzinger
diagnosis with the seriousness it
deserves thereby brand themselves
as unserious about resolving the
abuse crisis.
George Weigel
¶ George Weigel is Distinguished Senior
Fellow of the Ethics and Public, Policy
Center in Washington, D.C. This article
was published in the April 26, 2019
edition of The Pilot, the newspaper of the
Archdiocese of Boston.
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THE PRECIOUSNESS OF THE
SACRIFICE

I

N SECOND SAMUEL
23 we read that some
of King David’s soldiers
broke through the ranks
of the Philistines, drew
water out of the well at
Bethlehem, and brought it
as a prize to the King. But
David would not drink,
and he poured the water
out unto the Lord. David
said “Be it far from me, 0
Lord, that I should do this:
is not this the blood of the
men that went in jeopardy
of their lives?”
We can think of the
Body and Blood of Christ
as the precious thing
brought from the well of
ca. 1520. King David receives the water of
Bethlehem and which we
the Well of Bethlehem. Antwerp, Le Grand
are not worthy of our own
Curtius, Liège, province of Liège, Belgium.
merits to drink. When we
make our communions,
said “is not this the blood of the
we are taking into our being that men that went in jeopardy of their
which was bought for us at the lives.” And that is exactly what our
cost, not just of the death of Christ Blessed Lord Jesus did. So let us
but His thirty-three years of labor be as King David when we realize
and travail among us. For God the preciousness of the sacrifice.
to be born at Bethlehem was as Let us pour out the water of our
much a part of the Passion. His own life before Jesus, that He may
shivering new born body was use whatever grows, that it may
washed with the water from the produce a blessing of charity, and
well of Bethlehem. Later, He love, and service to the glory of
brought the water of life to us with God.
pierced hands. And He broke His
Father Bradford
heart in doing this and He died.
Upon seeing the water from
the well of Bethlehem, David

¶ A sermon preached in St Theresa of
Ávila Church on May 9, 2019.
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WHOM THE GODS WOULD DESTROY THEY FIRST MAKE MAD

T

HERE WAS A TIME
when American psychiatry
thought it could cure anyone
of anything. And the Catholic Church paid the price when
priests it sent into therapy were
fit for return to parish ministry. When the sex abuse hit the
Church, beginning in Boston in
2002, many people came forward claiming repressed memories from long ago, and again the
Church paid the price. In an interesting article in the May 4-5,
2019 edition of The Wall Street
Journal, some light is shed on
the doings of the practice of psychiatry.
The article is called “Standing Against Psychiatry’s Crazes” and it puts the focus on Dr
Paul McHugh, who has been
a professor at the Johns Hopkins School of Medicine since
1975. The article describes Dr
McHugh as “a tenacious skeptic of the crazes that periodically overtake his speciality.” In
1979 he shut down the Gender
Identity Clinic at Johns Hopkins
Hospital (which performed sexchange operations.) He said the
hospital “wasted scientific and
technical resources and damaged our professional credibility
by collaborating with madness
rather than trying to study, cure,
and ultimately prevent it.” As a
followup in 2017 the clinic was
reopened, called the “Center for
Transgender Health” and performing “gender-affirming surgeries.” The office coordinator
told the writer of the article “the
demand is massive.”

Dr McHugh says “sometimes psychiatry’s cure is far worse than the
disease.” He says he came into psychiatry with the perception it had
not matured as a clinical science in
which rational practices are directed
by information on the causes and
mechanisms of the disorders. Every
other medical discipline has that.”
In the 1980’s Dr McHugh became
a leading opponent of so-called
recoveredmemory therapy, in which
psychoanalysts claimed to have discovered the latent source of patients’
multiple-personality disorder. Dr
McHugh believes it is a phony ailment and the so-called recovered
memories are “brought on by the
healer.” As a result of his position
the psychiatrist has often testified in
courts as offering expert witness to
exonerate wrongfully accused defendants.
The article says Dr McHugh’s professional calling has been to rail
against what he considers the foolhardy passions of his profession,
steering straight for the eye of the
storm. And he quotes the final stanza of a Matthew Arnold poem titled
“The Last Word.”
Charge once more, then, and be dumb!
Let the victors, when they come,
When the forts of folly fall
Find thy body by the wall.”

Most current Johns Hopkins medical students won’t talk to him, he
says, and Dr McHugh, who turns
88 this month, says “I hope I’m still
standing when these forts fall.”
¶ The article quoted above was written by
Abigail Shrier, who lives in Los Angeles.
The entire article is worth a read.

Father Bradford

THE FEAR OF
THE LORD

B

LESSED ARE THOSE WHO
fear the Lord, who walk in his
ways. Notice that when Scripture
speaks of the fear of the Lord it
does not leave the phrase in isolation, as if it were a complete summary of faith. No, many things
are added to it, or are presupposed
by it. From these we may learn its
meaning and excellence. In the
book of Proverbs Solomon tells
us: If you cry out for wisdom and
raise your voice for understanding, if you look for it as for silver
and search for it as for treasure,
then you will understand the fear
of the Lord. We see here the difficult journey we must undertake
before we can arrive at the fear of
the Lord.
We must begin by crying out for
wisdom. We must hand over to
our intellect the duty of making
every decision. We must look for
wisdom and search for it. Then
we must understand the fear of
the Lord.
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“Fear” is not to be taken in the
sense that common usage gives
it. Fear in this ordinary sense is
the trepidation our weak humanity feels when it is afraid of suffering something it does not want
to happen. We are afraid, or are
made afraid, because of a guilty
conscience, the rights of someone
more powerful, an attack from
one who is stronger, sickness, encountering a wild beast, suffering
evil in any form. This kind of fear
is not taught: it happens because
we are weak. We do not have to
learn what we should fear: objects
of fear bring their own terror with
them.
But of the fear of the Lord this
is what is written: Come, my children, listen to me, I shall teach
you the fear of the Lord. The fear
of the Lord has then to be learned
because it can be taught. It does
not lie in terror, but in something
that can be taught. It does not arise
from the fearfulness of our nature;
it has to be acquired by obedience
to the commandments, by holiness of life and by knowledge of
the truth.
For us the fear of God consists
wholly in love, and perfect love
of God brings our fear of him to
its perfection. Our love for God is
entrusted with its own responsibility: to observe his counsels, to
obey his laws, to trust his promises. Let us hear what Scripture
says: And now, Israel, what does
the Lord your God ask of you except to fear the Lord your God
and walk in all his ways and love
him and keep his commandments
with your whole heart and your

whole soul, so that it may be well
for you?
The ways of the Lord are many,
though he is himself the way.
When he speaks of himself he
calls himself the way and shows
us the reason why he called himself the way: No one can come to
the Father except through me.
We must ask for these many
ways, we must travel along these
many ways, to find the one that
is good. That is, we shall find the
one way of eternal life through
the guidance of many teachers.
These ways are found in the law,
in the prophets, in the gospels, in
the writings of the apostles, in the
different good works by which
we fulfill the commandments.
Blessed are those who walk these
ways in the fear of the Lord.
Saint Hilary
¶ Saint Hilary (c.310-c.367) was Bishop
of Poitiers, and sometimes called the
“Athanasius of the West.” This extract is
taken from his expositions of the Psalms.
Hilary is a Doctor of the Church.
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THE CONGREGATION
OF SAINT ATHANASIUS
The Revd.
Richard Sterling Bradford,
Chaplain
Saint Lawrence Church
774 Boylston Ave.
Chestnut Hill, Mass.
(Parking lot behind the church)
Sundays 11:30 AM
Sung Mass
Fellowship and Coffee in the
Undercroft after Mass
Rectory:
767 West Roxbury Pkwy.
Boston, MA 02132-2121
Tel/Fax: (617) 325-5232
congregationstathanasius.com

SATURDAY MASS IN
THE ORDINARIATE
FORM

is celebrated each week at 8:00 AM
at the Marian altar in St. Theresa of
Ávila Church, 2078 Centre St., West
Roxbury. Enter the main church via
the pavilion or the St. Theresa Avenue
side doors.

CONTRA MUNDUM

THE SOLEMNITY
OF THE MOST HOLY
BODY AND BLOOD OF
CHRIST
Commonly called Corpus Christi
observed on
Sunday, June 23, 2019

is the name of our parish paper from
the Latin phrase, “Athanasius contra mundum,” meaning “Athanasius
against the world,” as our patron
saint stood firmly for the fullness of
the faith. Fr. Bradford and the Congregation of Saint Athanasius have
published this paper monthly since
1998. To receive it by mail, send your
address to the editor, Susan Russo, at
sjrusso@icloud.com or write to Fr.
Bradford at the rectory. All issues are
also on our website.
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St. Lawrence Church
774 Boylston Street (Route 9)
Chestnut Hill, MA 02467

The Congregation of St. Athanasius
10 St. Theresa Avenue
West Roxbury, MA 02132
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Boylston St. (Rte 9)
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Directions by Public Transportation: From Kenmore Square station, board Bus #60, which stops
in front of the Church. Alternatively, the Church is
a 15-minute walk from the Cleveland Circle station on the Green Line C branch.
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From Boston: From Stuart/Kneeland St., turn left
onto Park Plaza. Drive for 0.2 miles. Park Plaza
becomes St James Avenue. Drive for 0.3 miles.
Turn slight left onto ramp. Drive for 0.1 miles. Go
straight on Route 9. Drive for 3.5 miles. Turn left
onto Heath Street. Drive for 0.1 miles. Go straight
on Reservoir Road. Drive for 0.1 miles. The parking lot is on your right.
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Directions by Car From the North or South:
Route 128 to Route 9. At the signal for Reservoir
Road, take the right; the Church parking lot is a
short distance on the left.
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Parking is in the church parking lot behind the
Church. Use 30 Reservoir Road, Chestnut Hill
02467 for your GPS.
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